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Prototypes are critical learning tools in the design and development of innovative products. Computer-aided design

(CAD) models are most closely associated with detailed design, but emerging research suggests a role for CAD to create

virtual prototypes earlier in the design process. In this study, we explore the use of CAD as a prototyping method

throughout the design process. We conducted a literature review of scholarly works that described designers using a 3D

CAD model to learn about their design. A total of 24 studies were included in our review and were coded to identify

common uses of CAD as a prototyping method. CAD was used as a virtual prototyping method from early conceptual

design through detailed design but was most frequently used to create operational prototypes when a design was

substantially developed, rather than as a simple mock-up. The most common use of CAD prototypes was to assess

feasibility of technical aspects of the design. We also observed several examples of CADmodels that were used to explore

the design solution space and as means of communication with stakeholders. The benefits and limitations of using 3D

CAD models as virtual prototypes are also summarized.
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1. Introduction

Prototypes are critical learning tools in the design

and development of innovative products. While

varying definitions of prototypes exist, we define

them as physical or digital representations of a
design of varying fidelity [1] that provide a

‘‘means by which designers organically and evolu-

tionarily learn, discover, generate, and refine

designs’’ [2]. Prototypes are useful for exploring

both the problem space and the solution space

[3,4]. Many methods for creating prototyping

exist, from sketching to 3D printing [5,6]. In this

study, we specifically focus on exploring purposes
and timing of creating 3D models as a prototyping

method throughout the design process. Using com-

puter-aided design (CAD) software to create a 3D

model can be a convenient and potentially low-cost

prototyping method, but the role of CAD as a

prototyping method has not been thoroughly

explored.

Nourimand and Olechowski [7] suggest that
modern CAD packages which facilitate efficient

collaboration may contribute towards an emerging

practice of ‘‘conceptual CAD’’ (i.e., using CAD

during conceptual design before detailed design).

Additional research supports the role for CAD as a

prototyping method early in the design process

[8,9]. While virtual prototypes – digital mock-ups

of a physical product that can be presented, ana-
lyzed, and tested as if a real physical model [10] –

have been a popular topic in academic research for

20 years, it is unclear to what extent designers

currently use 3D CAD models as virtual proto-

types. Deininger et al. note that the presentation of

a prototype matters for how a stakeholder may

perceive an idea, and therefore it is critical for
designers to select a prototyping format that is

both appropriate for the intended stakeholders

and is well-suited to represent the features of the

design that require feedback from stakeholders [11].

A better understanding of the strengths, limita-

tions, and utility of virtual prototypes compared

to physical prototypes could help incorporate vir-

tual prototypes into the design process in more
optimal ways.

CAD models have several notable advantages

compared to physical prototypes. One commonly

cited advantage of all virtual prototypes is that they

can be more economical, with a lower cost of

production especially for large or extremely com-

plex systems [5, 12–15]. Virtual prototypes may also

be created in less time than physical prototypes [16].
Creating a CAD representation of a design can

enable analysis with computer-aided engineering

and computer-aided manufacturing software

tools, providing valuable information about func-

tional performance and manufacturability. Virtual

prototypes can have a high degree of fidelity, which

has been found to be correlated with higher ratings

from external stakeholders [17]. Moreover, CAD is
more accessible than ever: CAD courses are ubiqui-
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tous in engineering education curricula, many uni-

versity students are ‘‘digital natives’’, and CAD

software has experienced rapid improvements in

usability and accessibility [18]. As remote learning

and remote work are becoming more common [19],

virtual prototypes could be increasingly useful to
allow collaboration in the prototyping process. In

industry, there is a trend towards less physical

testing [20], so virtual prototypes may play an

increasingly important role in the design process.

Potential downsides of using CAD as a proto-

typing method early in the design process include

concerns of design fixation [21, 22] and doubts

about its effectiveness compared with physical pro-
totyping, in part because of perceptions that stake-

holder feedback is more difficult and time

consuming to elicit when using a virtual prototype

[17, 23]. Many researchers agree that physical

prototypes produce richer feedback from stake-

holders [24–28], which may be a limitation of

CAD models relative to physical prototypes. Still,

this does not appear to be a universal difference
between the two approaches since there is evidence

that, under certain circumstances, virtual proto-

types can be equally useful as physical prototypes

[12, 29, 30]. While benefits and limitations of virtual

prototypes have been the subject of prior research,

there is little research that specifically focuses on 3D

CAD models. Another gap in the literature is

industry-relevant strategies for how to prototype
efficiently and effectively across a variety of dimen-

sions.

Understanding how, why, and when CAD

models are used by designers during the design

process can help define the circumstances in which

the use of CAD models may be most helpful as a

prototyping strategy. In this study, we specifically

examine the following question: How do designers

use CAD models as virtual prototypes? We address

this question by performing a scoping review of

research papers that describe usage of virtual pro-

totypes by designers and students and then coding

the prototyping usage in each paper. Our results

provide insight into how CAD is commonly used as

a virtual prototyping method, which may help to

expand its use in circumstances where it can bemost
helpful.

2. Methodology

To explore the role of CAD as a prototyping

method, we conducted a literature review of scho-

larly papers that described designers using a 3D
CAD model to learn about their design. We fol-

lowed Arksey and O’Malley’s five-stage methodol-

ogy for conducting scoping reviews [31]. The steps

conducted were: identifying the research question;

identifying relevant studies; selecting studies; chart-

ing the data; and collating, summarizing and

reporting the results. Our scoping literature review

specifically sought to identify what is known from

the existing literature about the type of questions

designers seek to answer using CAD models and in
what phases in the design process designers use

CAD as a prototyping method.

2.1 Search Process

The search was conducted using Scopus, which

included IEEE and ScienceDirect databases. We

conducted a search for papers that included a

mention of prototypes, of the population creating
prototypes (e.g., engineers or designers, students or

practitioners), of the data that was collected (e.g.,

qualitative or quantitative data relating to the use of

the prototype), and were classified within the sub-

ject area of ‘‘engineering’’. The following search

criteria were used to search articles’ titles and

abstracts:

TITLE-ABS ( ( prototyping OR {prototypes} )

AND({engineers}OR{designers}OR{students}

OR {practitioners} ) AND ( interview* OR

survey* OR questionnaire OR qualitative OR

{focus group} OR {focus groups} OR recorded

OR reported OR observational ) )

This search resulted in 545 records. We then devel-

oped criteria post hoc to determine studies suitable

for inclusion. We applied the following criteria in

phases as we first reviewed duplicate entries, fol-

lowed by paper titles, paper abstracts, and finally

the full paper text: (1) The paper must be available

in English; (2) The paper must describe students or

practitioners using virtual 3D models as a proto-
type (i.e., using CAD to create a prototype and

using this virtual prototype to learn something

about their design); and (3) The paper must include

qualitative or quantitative data from students or

practitioners (e.g., interviews, surveys, observa-

tional studies, or experimental studies with students

or practitioners).

Additionally, we chose to include following spe-
cific types of papers that appeared in our search:

papers that describe finite element analysis (FEA)

or other technical simulations that use virtual 3D

models, as long as the authors discussed what

design insight was gained from using these technical

simulations; and case studies of a single project

where the authors were the designers who describe

how they used CAD as a virtual prototyping
method. We chose to exclude the following types

of papers: papers that discuss a design process

where K-12 students are the designers; papers that

describe 3D CAD only as a means for fabrication

(e.g., generating a file for 3D printing) and do not
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describe what design insight was learned from

making the 3D CAD model; and papers that

describe designs that do not include some mechan-

ical engineering (i.e., ‘‘hardware’’) component. Out
of the 545 records that were identified in our search,

we evaluated 131 articles in full, and 24 articles were

selected for inclusion in our study (Fig. 1).

2.2 Coding for Details of Virtual Prototyping

The literature we identified in our search was

categorized using an ontology developed by

Roschuni et al. [33], which builds on prior work

reviewing the various roles of prototypes [34], and is
currently utilized in theDesignExchange – an online

platform and method repository to support the

design community of practice [35, 36]. We chose

to use Roschuni et al.’s ontology because it was

developed through a triangulation of complemen-

tary research efforts: (1) a rigorous evaluation of 82

different design processes [37], (2) a literature review

of design cases and design methods [33], and (3) a
series of workshops with design experts. Addition-

ally, Roschuni et al.’s ontology builds on existing

ontologies related to design, including Hartmann

[38] and Michaelraj [39]. Because Roschuni et al.

ontology was based on several sources of both

existing work and novel research, we felt the ontol-

ogy was holistic and therefore the best basis for our

coding.
The factors of this ontology include: purpose of

the prototype (i.e., why the prototype was created);

aspect (i.e., the features or characteristics of a

product that the prototype approximates); stage

of process (i.e., when in the design process the

prototype is used); and scope (i.e., the extent to

which the prototype represents the full design).

Each factor in the ontology is divided into specific

sub-factors (Table 1), which were used for coding.

The stage-of-process codes in this ontology (mock-
up, operational, production) do not correspond

exactly with design process model stages such as

conceptual design and detail design, but instead

represent a measure prototype fidelity that is con-

nected to design process stages. For example, it is

unlikely that a production prototype would be used

during concept development. All papers were coded

separately by two researchers. Inconsistencies in
coding were discussed and resolved.

One example prototype from the scoping review

comes fromDimitrokali et al. [42]. In this paper, the

study authors describe a case study of their own

design work to create photovoltaic tree structures,

or ‘‘artificial solar structures that look like sculp-

tural trees.’’ First, the study team gathered insights

from stakeholders at the university about initial
concepts for photovoltaic trees. Stakeholders were

asked to consider ‘‘the built and natural environ-

ment on the University campus’’ and to develop

ideas ‘‘for a solar tree to fit in with the surrounding

urban context.’’ Then, the study team refined these

initial concepts into four CAD model and 3D

printed concepts. The study team tested these pro-

totypes in a series of focus groups and exhibitions.
In these sessions, participants were asked to con-

sider ‘‘urban and non-urban locations and the

potential effect this may have on public perception

and subsequent design’’. The study team presented

CAD images of the four solar tree concepts placed

‘‘in a contextual scenario’’ (Fig. 2, right image). The

prototypes were presented on an interactive white

board.
Based on the authors’ account of the prototype

development and testing, we applied the following

codes from our codebook.We coded the Purpose as

‘‘experiment’’ because multiple prototypes were

tested in a focus group setting. We coded the

Aspect as both ‘‘appearance’’ and ‘‘role/context’’

because participants offered feedback both on the

aesthetics of the solar tree (‘‘appearance’’) and on
the way the solar tree prototypes fit into the envir-

onment surrounding the university (‘‘role/con-

text’’). We coded the Stage of Process as ‘‘mock-

up’’ because the prototypes shared were only built

to replicate the form of the eventual design but not

the function (i.e., the technical performance of the

photovoltaics). We coded the Scope as ‘‘horizontal

slice’’ because the prototypes explored multiple
aspects of the design (e.g., both ‘‘appearance’’ and

‘‘role/context’’) without going into depth on either

aspect.
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of paper identification and selection process,
adapted from [32].



2.3 Extracting Benefits and Limitations of Virtual

Prototyping

After coding the papers identified in this scoping
review for details regarding the Purpose, Aspect,

Stage of Process, and Scope (as described in Sec-

tion 2.2), we then extracted the stated benefits and

limitations of virtual prototyping as identified by

the authors of the papers or by the study partici-

pants themselves. To extract all benefits and limita-
tions of virtual prototyping, we read each of the

papers identified in the scoping review fully and

highlighted both participant quotes and author-

written text describing explicit benefits or limita-

tions of virtual prototyping. After highlighting all

the stated benefits and limitations of virtual proto-

typing across all papers, we conducted a thematic

analysis to identify themes of benefits and themes
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Table 1. Coding scheme used to categorize identified studies

Factor Sub-factors Definition Virtual prototyping example

Purpose Persuade Aim to convince
stakeholders of the
product’s attributes

A design team sharedCADmodels with financial decisionmakers
to convince them of the project potential [Coulentianos et al.,
2020b] [40]

Explore Explore the solution space
of design options

Participants used linkage design software to create a four-bar
linkage, and began prototyping with no preconceived ideas of
their design. [Camburn et al., 2015] [12]

Demonstrate Aid communication
between different project
stakeholders

Stakeholders (i.e., healthcare workers) were asked to provide
feedback on virtual prototypes (a sketch and aCADmodel) for ‘‘a
medical device concept that assists with the insertion of a long-
term contraceptive implant’’ [Deininger et al., 2019a] [17]

Experiment Conduct focused
experiments comparing
two or more options

Participants were asked to provide feedback on virtual prototypes
of washing machine components (door, drawer, knob and
buttons) and compare the virtual prototypes to the physical
prototypes of the same components. [Carulli et al., 2013] [41]

Aspect Role/context Investigate the product’s
role in a larger context,
beyond use of the product

CAD images of a ‘‘solar tree’’ prototype were placed in a
contextual scenario (e.g., a park) for feedback fromparticipants in
a focus group session. [Dimitrokali et al., 2015] [42]

Implementation Investigate the technical
implementation of the
product’s function

A CAD model of a handle was developed and a sustainability
analysis was carried out to assess the environmental impact of
creating the handle with different materials. [Gallimore &
Cheung, 2016] [43]

Behavior Investigate the product’s
behavior and response
(‘‘acts-like’’)

In a software program called Statechart, a UI ‘‘behavior model’’
was developed to simulate how a 3D virtual prototype of a digital
camera would respond to user inputs. [Kanai et al., 2009] [44]

Appearance Investigate the product’s
visual appearance (‘‘looks-
like’’)

A medical device designer created a rendering of the design and
sent the rendering to remote stakeholders to enable feedback and
discussion on the product’s appearance. [Coulentianos et al.,
2020a] [45]

Stage of
process

Mock-up A virtual prototype of the
form but not function of a
product

Designers use biomimicry to inspire new ideas, and interviews
with these designers showed that many start by translating
biomimicry analogies immediate into a 3D CAD model mockup
[Rovalo & McCardle, 2019] [46]

Operational A virtual prototype that
simulates an operational
physical prototype

A designer used CAD as a ‘‘virtual toolbox’’ to try out different
designs of a new wheel that offers suspension in all directions. The
designer’s CAD workflow led to a simulated operational
prototype that was then translated directly to an operational
physical prototype. [Crilly et al., 2019] [47]

Production Prototype is ready to be
produced

No examples from corpus, but may include the final CAD model
used to optimize for mass manufacturing

Scope Horizontal slice Investigate one level (i.e.,
multiple aspects) of the
product’s design with
limited depth

At a product strategy firm, designers create simulations and
mock-ups to bring ideas ‘‘to life’’, demonstrating tomanagers and
clients what the idea will look like, how the idea will work, and
how the idea represents a new strategic direction. [Stevens, 2013]
[48]

Vertical slice Investigate one aspect of
the product’s design in
depth

University students designed various energy generation
mechanical devices (e.g., a wind turbine or water wheel). Students
created CAD models of their designs solely for the purposes of
conducting a finite element analysis and 3D printing their design.
[Paudel, 2015] [49]

Full scope Investigate the full design
(i.e., all aspects) of the
product

University students completed their senior design project to
redesign an electronic nail file. The final 3D CADmodel students
created was used to conduct a finite element analysis, to
investigate assembly, and to gain feedback from stakeholders on
the design’s aesthetics. [Rodriguez et al., 2010] [50]



of limitations. These themes are described in Sec-

tion 3.3.

For example, in Deininger et al., 2017 [51], the
authors quote two study participants who remarked:

‘‘The CAD models really helped us to figure out what
kind of problems we might run into. That helped us
have more realistic design that was then much easier to
turn into a physical model’’ (Participant 15).

‘‘In contrast, ‘The concept in SOLIDWORKS was all
right. It looked nice and everything. but obviously, in
SOLIDWORKS, your [model] is not going to tip over’’
(Participant 10).

These two quotes illustrate both a stated benefit and

limitation of a virtual prototype. Participant 15

notes a benefit of virtual prototyping being that

the team could create a CAD model to sort out

design issues before needing to create a physical

model. Participant 10 on the other hand notes a

limitation of virtual prototyping being that a CAD
model created in Solidworks was not sufficient for

technical testing.

3. Results

3.1 Summary of Papers Identified

We identified 24 papers, which were published

between the years of 2003 and 2020. The majority

of identified papers were published after 2012 (n =

20). The papers were published in a variety of

venues, including both conference proceedings

and journals. The most popular venues for publica-

tion were the American Society for Engineering

Education (ASEE) Annual Conference and Exposi-

tion (n = 7), the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers (ASME) International Design Engineer-

ing Technical Conferences and Computers and Infor-

mation in Engineering Conference (IDETC/CIE)

(n = 3), and the journal Design Studies (n = 2).

3.2 Details of Virtual Prototyping Among Papers

Identified

In Table 2, we provide details on each paper related

to our research question. The most common

‘‘designer population’’ was students (n = 14),
including students who were working in design

teams (n = 8) and students who were participants

in experimental and interview studies (n = 6). Other

designer populations studied were industry design

practitioners (n = 5), and the paper authors them-

selves (i.e., authors describing a case study of their

own design work) (n = 5). In the papers, there was a

wide range of objects that were designed, including
toys, cars, and medical devices. In Table 2, papers

that reported on the design of ‘‘various’’ objects

were papers where the authors either studied teams

of students working on a variety of projects, or the

authors asked participants to reflect on their prior

design experience without necessarily going into

detail on the specific object that participants

designed.
Several papers presented details of multiple pro-

jects where virtual prototypes were used (e.g., [45]).

For these papers, we coded each virtual prototype

separately. Additionally, several papers describe

virtual prototypes being used multiple times or for

multiple events (e.g., [46]). For these papers, we

coded multiple purposes, aspects, scopes, and/or

stages of the process as necessary. Rarely, there was
insufficient detail to code one or more of the factors

(e.g., [24]) but in the cases where this was true, we

coded as much as possible while leaving the factors

we could not code blank.

3.2.1 Purpose

Themost common purpose of a virtual prototype in

the papers identified was to experiment (n = 18).
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Fig. 2. Solar tree physical prototype (left) and virtual CAD prototype (right). Only the virtual prototype was coded in our study.
Reprinted from Procedia Engineering, 118, Dimitrokali et al., Moving Away from Flat Solar Panels to PVtrees: Exploring Ideas and
People’s Perceptions, 1208–1216, Copyright (2015), with permission from Elsevier.
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Table 2.Details of identified studies, including prototype purpose, aspect, scope, and stage of process. Alphabetized by the last name of
the first author

Ref. # Authors &
Year

Designer
population

Object
designed

Purpose Aspect Stage of
process

Scope Post-hoc category

[52] Andersson,
2013

Teams of
undergraduate
students

Urban car
concept

Experiment Implementation Operational Vertical slice Technical

[53] Bailey, 2015 Undergraduate
students

Bracket Explore,
Experiment

Implementation Operational Full scope Technical

[12] Camburn et
al., 2015

Undergraduate
students

Four-bar
linkage

Explore Behavior Mock-up Vertical slice Exploratory

[8] Carfagni et
al., 2020

Master’s students Ladder Explore,
Demonstrate

Behavior,
Implementation

Mock-up Horizontal
slice

Exploratory

[41] Carulli et al.,
2013

Paper authors
(describing design
case study)

Washing
machine

Experiment Behavior Operational Vertical slice Technical

[45] Coulentianos
et al., 2020a

Industry design
practitioners

Medical
device

Experiment Implementation Operational Full scope Technical

Medical
device

Demonstrate Appearance,
Behavior

Operational Full scope Polished
communication

[40] Coulentianos
et al., 2020b

Industry design
practitioners

Various
medical
devices

Demonstrate,
Persuade

Behavior Mock-up Horizontal
slice

Exploratory

[47] Crilly et al.,
2019

Industry design
practitioners

Wheel Experiment Implementation Operational Full scope Technical

[51] Deininger et
al., 2017

Undergraduate
and master’s
students

Various Demonstrate,
experiment

Implementation Operational,
Mock-up

Full scope,
Vertical slice

None

[17] Deininger et
al., 2019a

Paper authors
(describing design
case study)

Medical
device

Demonstrate Appearance,
Behavior, Role/
context

Operational Full scope Polished
communication

[24] Deininger et
al., 2019b

Undergraduate
students

Various Experiment,
Demonstrate

Implementation,
Behavior

Insufficient
detail to code

Insufficient
detail to code

None

[42] Dimitrokali et
al., 2015

Paper authors
(describing design
case study)

Photovoltaic
tree structures

Experiment Appearance, Role/
context

Mock-up Horizontal
slice

None

[43] Gallimore &
Cheung, 2016

Paper authors
(describing design
case study)

Automotive
component

Experiment Implementation Operational Full scope Technical

[54] Holland et al.,
2013

Teams of
undergraduate
students

Various Experiment Implementation Mock-up Vertical slice None

[55] Howard et al.,
2015

Undergraduate
students

Bracket Experiment Implementation Operational Full scope Technical

[44] Kanai et al.,
2009

Paper authors
(describing design
case study)

Digital
camera

Experiment Behavior Operational Vertical slice Technical

[49] Paudel, 2015 Teams of
undergraduate
students

Energy
generation
mechanical
devices

Experiment Implementation Operational Vertical slice Technical

[50] Rodriguez et
al., 2010

Teams of
undergraduate
students

Electric nail
file

Demonstrate Appearance,
Implementation

Operational Full scope Polished
communication

[46] Rovalo &
McCardle,
2019

Industry design
practitioners

Various Explore,
Experiment,
Demonstrate

Implementation,
Behavior

Mock-up Vertical slice Exploratory

[56] Schmueser et
al., 2018

Teams of master’s
students

Car frame Experiment Implementation Operational Vertical slice Technical

[57] Shergadwala
et al., 2019

Teams of
undergraduate
students

Toy car Experiment Behavior,
Implementation

Operational Full scope Technical

[48] Stevens, 2013 Industry design
practitioners

Mobile
phones/
devices

Demonstrate Appearance,
Implementation

Mock-up Horizontal
slice

Exploratory

Telecom Demonstrate Appearance,
Implementation

Mock-up Horizontal
slice

Exploratory

[58] Will &
Tougaw, 2003

Teams of
undergraduate
students

Various Experiment Implementation Operational Full scope Technical

[59] Vanasupa et
al., 2008

Teams of
undergraduate
students

Hip
replacement
component

Experiment Behavior Operational Vertical slice Technical



Experimentation with virtual prototypes included

technical tests or simulations where the designers

sought to compare multiple design options to one

another. For example, in a paper describing a

project to create a new washing machine, designers

created a virtual prototype to test multiple different
configurations of components with users [41]. The

nextmost common purpose was to demonstrate (n=

10), such as showing the prototype to a stakeholder

(e.g., a user) and getting the stakeholder’s feedback

on the design. For example, in a paper describing a

project to create a new electric nail file, student

designers created a virtual prototype for the

expressed purpose of showing the design to stake-
holders to elicit feedback [50].

It was less common for designers to use a virtual

prototype to explore the solution space using virtual

prototyping (n = 4). A designer using a virtual

prototype to explore would create a virtual proto-

typewithout yet having a clear idea of their concept;

they leveraged virtual prototyping as a way to

formulate their conceptual ideas. An example of
exploration is found in [12], where student designers

were asked to create a virtual four-bar linkage. In

this example, the students used the virtual proto-

typing software as they were formulating their

concepts, and they did not necessarily have a

conceptual idea of their design before they began

prototyping. Similarly, it was uncommon for

designers to use a virtual prototype to persuade

(n = 1). Many papers discussed that designers felt

physical prototypes were better suited for persua-

sion, with one paper describing how designers had

‘‘greater power to convince financial decision

makers of the project potential’’ with physical

rather than virtual prototypes [40].

3.2.2 Aspect

Implementation was the most common aspect

explored (n = 18), and most papers we identified

used virtual prototypes to explore the technical

implementation of the product’s functions. Imple-

mentation included FEA, which was commonly

mentioned as a use of a virtual prototype. For

example, in a paper describing a project to create
a new urban car concept, student designers created

a virtual prototype and conducted FEA on the

wheel suspension system [52]. Behavior was the

next most common aspect explored (n = 11) and

included instances where the virtual prototype was

created to test the basic functions of the design for

feedback (e.g., with users). One paper described the

design of a digital camera and discussed how virtual
prototypes were used to test the user interface of the

digital camera with users [44]. This paper did not

describe the use of virtual prototypes to test the

hardware or software of the camera (which would

correspond to implementation) but rather focused

on the basic functionality of the camera.

The appearance of a design was explored only six

times, and the role/context of a design in a larger

ecosystem was only explored twice. One paper

provides an illustrative example of testing both
the appearance and the role/context of a design:

designers created virtual prototypes and tested the

prototypes with users to get feedback on the photo-

voltaic trees’ appearance and how the photovoltaic

trees might fit into a natural environment, like a

park [42].

3.2.3 Stage of Process

The most popular stage at which to create a virtual

prototype was the operational stage (n = 17). It was

common for designers to create virtual prototypes

after earlier stages of diverging to develop a wide

range of ideas and converging to select ideas to

carry forward. For example, in a paper describing a

student design project to create a toy car, students
created virtual prototypes of their designs after

going through an earlier ‘‘conceptual design’’ pro-

cess, and they then used these virtual prototypes to

fabricate functional physical prototypes [57].

Mock-up virtual prototypes were described nine

times. One paper describes two different virtual

prototypes, both of which were created in the

mock-up stage [48]. In this paper, the virtual pro-
totypes were created to provide ‘‘a visual embodi-

ment of a possible future’’ and to ‘‘bring technology

to life’’. The prototypes at this stage were not

created to explore the operational details of the

design but rather to provide an early concept of

what the design could be. Production was not

mentioned in any of the papers in this scoping

review, and it is possible that our coding definition
for a production-ready virtual prototype may not

be considered by others to be ‘‘prototyping’’.

3.2.4 Scope

Designers often explore the full scope of their design

through their virtual prototypes (n = 11). An

example of a full scope virtual prototype is provided

in [43], which describes the creation of a virtual
prototype to explore the ergonomics, material

properties, and sustainability of a handle in a car.

The virtual prototype goes into depth on assessing

each of these features, thus differentiating it from a

horizontal scope. Nearly as common as full scope,

designers often created virtual prototypes to

explore a vertical slice of their design (n = 10). For

example, one paper described a project to create a
renewable energy technology (e.g., a wind turbine),

where student designers were tasked with creating a

virtual prototype of their design with the purpose of

assessing motion and loading [49]. In this example,
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the virtual prototypes were created to go deep on

the vertical slice of loading conditions and asso-

ciated stress and deflection. The virtual prototypes

were not created to assess other aspects of the

design, like appearance.

Horizontal slice was not very common among
papers in this scoping review. An example of a

horizontal slice virtual prototype is the previously

described paper focused on the creation of proto-

types for photovoltaic trees [42]. These prototypes

were created to represent multiple aspects of the

design (i.e., appearance and role/context) without

going into deep detail on one aspect (which would

correspond to vertical slice).

3.2.5 Connections between Factors

In the coding process, we observed that certain sub-

factors/codes tended to occur together (refer to
Fig. 3, where dot size indicates frequency each

code combination). For example, the scope of

mock-up prototypes tended to be either horizontal

or vertical slice, whereasmore complete operational

prototypes tended to be full scope.

Three distinct categories emerged after coding

was complete where prototypes within each cate-

gory had the similar combinations of codes across
all four factors (Table 2).We refer to these post-hoc

categories as technical prototypes, exploratory pro-

totypes, and polished communication prototypes.

Technical prototypes (n = 13) were at the operation

phase and were made for the purpose of experi-

mentation. These prototypes were either full scope

or vertical slice and focused on either implementa-

tion or behavior. Often, these prototypes involved

finite-element analysis that was conducted to

explore geometric shape and material choices.

Exploratory prototypes (n = 6) were at the mock-

up phase, horizontal or vertical slice scope, the

purpose was typically to demonstrate or explore.
The exact aspect evaluated in exploratory proto-

types varied, but most frequently included behavior

and implementation. An example of an exploratory

prototype is a CAD model created by a designer

who sought to ‘‘approximate the forms and beha-

viors’’ of a biological system used to inspire biomi-

metic designs early in the abstraction process [46].

Polished communication prototypes (n = 3) were
full-scope and at the operational stage. Their pur-

pose was to demonstrate, and the aspect evaluated

was appearance and either implementation or beha-

vior. One example of a polished communication

prototype was a CAD model of an electric nail file,

created elicit feedback from stakeholders [50].

Four prototypes did not fit into these categories.

It was infeasible to categorize two of the prototypes
because of a single prototyping having conflicting

multiple codes, or because there was insufficient

detail to code. The remaining two uncategorized

prototypes were similar to exploratory prototypes,

but their purpose was experimentation, suggesting

a more parametric design approach rather than

exploration of the solution space.

3.3 Benefits and Limitations of Virtual Prototyping

Many of the papers (n = 17) listed some benefits

and/or limitations of virtual prototyping. In review-
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ing the papers, we identified the stated benefits and

limitations of virtual prototyping relevant to the

study itself and we did not, for example, identify

more general benefits and limitations of virtual

prototyping that may have been noted in the back-

ground sections of the papers. Not all papers stated
explicit benefits or limitations of virtual prototyp-

ing, and the level of detail provided on the benefits

and limitations of virtual prototyping varied widely

between papers.

3.3.1 Benefits of Virtual Prototyping

One of the most often mentioned benefits of virtual
prototyping in the papers was that virtual proto-

types reduced the time and cost of prototyping,

particularly when multiple versions or iterations of

a design were created to test at once. In [47], virtual

prototyping allowed designers to flexibly develop

their design and to test multiple iterations in rapid

succession. Virtual prototypes reduced the cost and

time needed to manufacture prototypes [57], parti-
cularly when designers needed to create multiple

versions of prototypes to test with customers [41].

Virtual prototyping was also useful for students

because students were able to create virtual proto-

types significantly quicker than physical prototypes

[12], and the virtual prototypes provided students a

low-cost way of carrying out experiments [54].

Virtual prototypes were useful for designers to

bring their conceptual ideas to life, and to help

designers facilitate early feedback on these concep-

tual ideas to highlight early design issues. This

benefit was true for students [50, 51] and for

industry design practitioners [48]. In [48], industry

design practitioners used virtual prototypes to

capture the future vision of a product, useful for

product and organizational strategy discussions. In
[17], early conceptual virtual prototypes were found

to facilitate more useful feedback than sketches.

Several papers noted that virtual prototypes were

particularly useful for engaging remote stakeholders

and technical stakeholders. In [45], designers facili-

tated feedback by emailing renderings of designs to

remote stakeholders. Additionally, technical stake-

holders (e.g., engineering professors or expert advi-
sors) were able to provide early feedback on virtual

prototypes [40, 51].

Virtual prototypes offered several options that

physical prototypes did not. Virtual prototypes

allowed for real-time prototype modification and

were therefore useful in testing customizable ver-

sions of products [41]. Additionally, virtual proto-

type and testing setups allowed for testing results to
be automatically analyzed [44]. Virtual prototyping

software tools allowed designers to simulate the

environmental impact of their designs [43], and to

quickly mock-up and test the applicability of biode-

sign principles in their designs [46]. In one paper,

virtual prototypes uniquely allowed designers to

capture auditory and haptic feedback, which

would have otherwise been difficult to prototype

and test in physical prototypes [41].

Finally, virtual prototypes overcame some contex-
tual limitations of physical prototypes, including

limited access to physical prototyping tools and

equipment [24].

3.3.2 Limitations of Virtual Prototyping

A frequently mentioned limitation of virtual proto-

typing is that virtual prototypes were not sufficient on

their own and were limited in their ability to test all

aspects of a design. In one paper, the authors noted

that virtual prototypes faced some technical limits

in providing a natural experience, particularly in

testing haptic features of a design [41]. Addition-

ally, virtual sustainability tools were limited, parti-

cularly in their inability to consider the effects of

production volume and other factors outside the
bounds of the product’s design itself [43]. Virtual

simulation tools were limited in their ability to

represent physical properties of designs [24], and

in general virtual prototypes were not sufficient for

technical testing [51].

Several papers noted that virtual prototypes were

not as effective as physical prototypes to facilitate

feedback, particularly to communicate or persuade

stakeholders. In [45], the authors found that indus-

try design practitioners perceived physical proto-

types to be more useful than virtual prototypes to

communicate with project decision-makers (e.g.,

financial stakeholders), and in [8], the authors

noted that engineering students did not use virtual

prototypes for communication purposes. Designers

viewed physical prototypes as more effective than
virtual prototypes to engage users, particularly in

persuading decision-makers of the design’s poten-

tial [40, 46]. In an experimental study [17], the

authors found that virtual prototypes did not facil-

itate as much consistently useful feedback as phy-

sical prototypes.

There were also limitations with the software

required to create and test virtual prototypes.
Designers required technical skills to use virtual

prototyping and testing software, and students

were limited in their knowledge, expertise, and

confidence in using CAD/FEA software (e.g., they

needed guidance on setting appropriate boundary

conditions or were unaware of physical simulation

tools) [54, 57]. In a study comparing the design

experiences of engineering students and industrial
design students [8], the authors found that indus-

trial design students did not feel comfortable using

virtual prototypes exclusively and preferred to use

them in tandem with physical prototypes (engineer-
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ing students however were comfortable using

virtual prototypes exclusively). Finally, the avail-

ability of virtual prototyping software was limited,

particularly for designers working on low-resource

settings [24].

4. Discussion

4.1 Study Scope and Limitations

We focused the literature review on studies that

presented qualitative or quantitative data from

multiple designers. As a result, our search terms
may have excluded studies that present a novel

innovation but include few details about the

design process. We also found several studies that

met our search criteria but did not meet the inclu-

sion criteria because they did not give a specific

example of the use of virtual prototyping (e.g., [60–

62]). These studies, which mentioned that virtual

prototyping was used minimally or not used, were
excluded because they could not be coded. Another

limitation of our study is that the majority of the

identified studies focused on student designers

(n= 14), rather than design practitioners in industry

(n = 5). Given this overrepresentation, our findings

may be most indicative of student practices, rather

than practitioner practices.

An additional limitation of our work is that we
only coded virtual prototype usage. Because of this

choice, we cannot compare how common uses of

virtual prototyping differ from those of physical

prototyping. Instead, we are limited to summariz-

ing benefits and limitations of virtual prototyping

versus physical prototyping that were explicitly

stated in the papers we analyzed. Future work

could use our coding scheme for literature describ-
ing physical prototyping use and compare with the

results described here for virtual prototyping.

4.2 Study Research Question

To answer our research question, How do designers

use CAD models as virtual prototypes?, we explored

four elements related to designers’ prototype usage:

Purpose, Aspect, Stage of Process, and Scope. We
found that virtual prototypes were most often used

as what we called technical prototypes to experi-

ment with various design parameters to refine

technical aspects of designs. Another common

usage was exploratory prototypes, where rough,

approximate CAD models are used to explore

some aspect of the design. Finally, we saw some

use of CAD models as polished communication
prototypes. In the following paragraphs, we will

explore the details of how virtual prototypes were

commonly used.

Designers generally used virtual prototypes to

focus more on functionality (i.e., aspect explored

was implementation or behavior) rather than

appearance or relationships with the world (i.e.,

role/context). One potential reason for the frequent

focus on functionality is that multiple papers

described student design projects where students

were tasked with exploring product functionality
with CAD models. Developing CAD models as an

input to FEA software was a particularly common

use. Given that CAD models are a required input

for FEA, this use of virtual prototypes is not

surprising. However, since a common role of phy-

sical prototypes is to explore form or relationships

between the design and the world at large, more

research is needed to understand how virtual pro-
totypes can be used to explore design aspects

beyond functionality.

Virtual prototyping was used predominantly in

the operation phase (n = 17) rather than the mock-

up (n=9) or production (n= 0) phases.We attribute

this finding to the technical nature of questions that

designers sought to ask with virtual prototyping.

Still, the number of papers in our scoping review
that used virtual prototyping in the mock-up phase

is not insignificant, perhaps consistent with findings

that CAD is beginning to be used more commonly

as a prototyping method earlier in the design

process [7–9]. Exploratory virtual prototypes were

used early in the design process as a broad explora-

tion of different aspects of the design (horizontal

slice) or an in-depth exploration of a single aspect
(vertical slice). This emerging role of virtual proto-

types has not been well documented in prior work,

and there is a paucity of research on best practices

for early CAD usage for prototyping. Future work

should focus on the effectiveness of CAD for early

design exploration.

One key element of the effectiveness of CAD in

early prototyping is prototype fidelity. There are
mixed opinions on the role of prototype fidelity in

eliciting feedback from stakeholders. In one experi-

mental study, high fidelity CADmodels were found

to elicit more useful feedback from stakeholders

than sketches [17]. This may be because higher

fidelity prototypes offer more concrete features

about which stakeholders may offer comments.

Another benefit of higher fidelity prototypes is
that they can cause stakeholders to perceive the

underlying design as higher quality [45]. However,

prior work has indicated that stakeholders viewing

a higher-fidelity prototype may feel that the design

is too developed to benefit from significant altera-

tions [63]. Our results indicate designers are using

both mock-up and more polished, operational

CAD models to elicit feedback. Further research
could study how virtual prototype fidelity impacts

the effectiveness of prototyping for demonstrating a

design to stakeholders, but also for other purposes
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such as design exploration, experimentation, and to

persuade decision makers.

The designers’ skill levels and preferences

appeared to have an impact on their use of CAD

as a virtual prototyping method. Our sample size

for designers in industry is small (n = 5), but it
appears there may be differences between profes-

sional practitioners and students. The majority of

the virtual prototypes (4 of 6) used in industry were

exploratory, whereas only 13% (2 of 16) of student

prototypes were exploratory. Designers who had

limited CAD skills were shown in a previous study

to struggle with creating virtual prototypes to

‘‘identify functional blocks’’, a prototyping best
practice that enables designers to address complex

challenges by breaking them down into smaller

pieces early in the design process [24]. Students

most frequently used technical virtual prototypes

(11 of 16), but for practitioners, technical proto-

types were less frequently observed (2 of 6) than

exploratory prototypes. However, there were com-

monalities between these groups, as well: both
students and practitioners used all three categories

of prototypes and had similarly wide-ranging uses

of virtual prototypes.

4.3 Comparing Virtual and Physical Prototypes

Prior work has shown that cost-effectiveness and

model accuracy are two important considerations
when choosing between virtual and physical proto-

types [16, 64].We identified several studies that used

virtual prototypes to answer technical questions for

complex systems that would be challenging to

physically prototype (e.g., car structures). Virtual

prototyping may also be particularly useful in

resource-limited settings [62] as it may offer a

more time- and cost-effective way to explore
design options, even if used to limit the number of

physical prototypes that ultimately need to bemade

rather than to replace physical prototypes. These

potential advantages in resource-limited settings,

however, must be balanced with concerns that

modeling tools may not be widely available in

resource-limited settings, do not account for the

cost and local availability of materials, andmay not
capture the operating context well [24, 62]. Aside

from some of these more extreme cases, it is not

clear when virtual prototyping may be cheaper than

physical prototyping. Future work to quantify costs

of prototyping could help novice designers to assess

the benefits and limitations of physical versus

virtual prototyping.

We identified conflicting trends in terms of
designer preferences for virtual or physical proto-

typing. Two papers described that some designers

prefer virtual prototyping to physical prototyping

[12, 65]. However, another paper noted that when

student designers were creating virtual prototypes,

they expressed a frustration at not being able to

physically prototype their designs sooner [58].

Additionally, one of the papers notes that student

designers did not recognize virtual objects as pro-

totypes [51], which may affect how these designers
use virtual objects to elicit feedback and to advance

their designs.

For most designs we identified in this study,

designers interacted with CAD prototypes on a

computer screen. However, there were several

examples of more multisensory interactions (e.g.,

haptic feedback, virtual reality, projecting CAD

models on interactive whiteboards and annotating
on the CAD model). These modes of interaction

may engage more of the designer’s senses, which

could ultimately result in more creative and para-

digmatic shifts in thinking about a design [22, 66,

67] and could reduce some perceived limitations of

virtual prototypes, especially for use early in the

design process.

4.4 Implications

Researchers have noted a generational shift in the

acceptance of CAD, especially early in the design

process [7] and increased use and acceptance of

simulations and virtual prototyping [68]. Consider-

ing disruptions to common work modalities caused

by the COVID-19 pandemic, use of virtual proto-
types is especially relevant. CAD software that

allows for collaboration and cloud-based storage

(e.g., OnShape, Fusion 360) have become increas-

ingly popular and industry practitioners see poten-

tial for remote collaboration with virtual

prototyping with new cloud-based CAD tools

[68]. In our retrospective literature review, we did

not identify collaborative or remote usage of CAD,
beyond designers sharing CADmodels with remote

stakeholders. We expect that as simultaneous edit-

ing and real-time collaboration capabilities of CAD

software improve, the use and effectiveness of

virtual prototypes could grow exponentially. Col-

laborative CAD packages could enable stake-

holders to directly edit a 3D model in real-time.

Increasing capability of simulation software and
virtual reality may also increase usage of virtual

prototypes.

We see a growing role for virtual prototyping in

tandem with physical prototypes, both within the

classroom and in industry. Virtual prototypes could

be used to explore more of the design space that

would be infeasible to explore with physical proto-

typing. Techniques such as generative design and
design automation could help designers generate a

broad range of CAD models to use as design

stimuli. As research continues to explore the effec-

tiveness of virtual prototypes for different purposes
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and as design software continues to advance, gui-

dance for students and design practitioners about

when to use virtual or physical prototyping (e.g.,

Ulrich and Eppinger [64] and others [5, 6, 16])

should be updated.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we summarized common uses of CAD

as a prototyping method and highlighted findings

regarding the effectiveness of CADas a prototyping

method in various stages of the design process. By

coding of prototyping usage using a prototyping

ontology, we identified three emergent categories of

virtual prototypes: exploratory, technical, and

polished communication prototypes. We found

that virtual prototyping was most used in the

operational phase to explore technical aspects of a

design, but also identified emerging use of explora-

tory CAD models in the mock-up phase. While

CAD models were frequently used to explore tech-

nical implementation, designers also utilized them
to explore other aspects such as appearance and

role/context. We found more frequent use of

exploratory virtual prototypes by design practi-

tioners compared with students, indicating virtual

prototyping practices may vary with skill or experi-

ence level. Results indicate that CAD models have

broad use, but more work is needed to understand

how virtual prototypes can be used effectively,
especially early in the design process.
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